This work aims to detect specific attributes of a place (e.g., if it has a romantic atmosphere, or if it offers outdoor seating) from its user reviews via distant supervision: without direct annotation of the review text, we use the crowdsourced attribute labels of the place as labels of the review text. We then use reviewlevel attention to pay more attention to those reviews related to the attributes. The experimental results show that our attention-based model predicts attributes for places from reviews with over 98% accuracy. The attention weights assigned to each review provide explanation of capturing relevant reviews.
Introduction
In selecting a product to buy, a restaurant to visit, or a hotel to stay at, people may rely on user reviews but may also filter their choices based on particular attributes (e.g., the availability of an outdoor seating area or the lack of a kid-friendly atmosphere). In limited quantities, these attributes may be collected by hand, but this may be too costly to do on a large scale. So inevitably there will be products for which we have lots of reviews but no attributes. Can these attributes be inferred automatically from the reviews? We answer this question affirmatively, using restaurant reviews and attributes as our case study. Starting from a large set of reviews and detailed attributes for some of the same restaurants, we train a system to predict the attributes for restaurants for which this information is not available. This is an information extraction task and, as we will show, can be trained through a form of distant supervision. In our case study, we detect both objective and subjective attributes for restaurants. For objective attributes, we extract detailed facts such as * This work has been done during the internship at Google.
"has outdoor seating". These are finegrained factual attributes, and differ from entities (e.g., people or locations), which are the focus of entity extraction, a related information extraction task. For subjective attributes, we are detecting fine-grained opinions such as "feels romantic". These are either positive or negative sentiments and not the overall polarity (or rating) in existing sentiment analysis tasks. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to perform such attribute detection from text. We propose to address the problem above in a simple distant supervision manner by incorporating an additional data source: We use crowdsourcing to obtain annotation of attributes on places independently, which is much easier to obtain than annotation on the review text. Although the review text of a place does not necessarily indicate the attribute of the place, we hypothesize they are highly correlated and we use the labels on places to be the labels on the review text (Section 2). As a result, we have a number of reviews for each attribute and place without knowing which review indicates the attribute. We propose to use a reviewlevel attention mechanism to assign high weights to those related reviews. Our experiments show that our simple alignment of the two data sources is effective and the attributes are substantially predictable from the review text. Our best model obtains 98.05% accuracy.
Attribute Detection

Data Sources
Our distant supervision approach takes advantage of two independently created sources of information regarding the restaurants. The first source consists of user reviews written in natural language form with no specific guidance. The second source consists of the labels of predefined at-tributes collected through explicit prompts (a form of crowdsourcing). For instance, a user who has visited the restaurant Per Se in New York City may be prompted: "Did Per Se offer outdoor seating?". The user can answer the question by selecting one of "Yes", "No," or "Not sure". Due to limited answers to these questions, some restaurants can have both multiple reviews and crowdsourced attribute labels, while many others have only reviews-with no attributes information. Since attribute labels are crowdsourced, they can be noisy or have disagreement, especially on subjective attributes. In other words, a particular attribute may receive "Yes" and "No" answers from different users for the same restaurant. We confirm attributes as Yes or No for a place based on an agreement model that blends the votes and other structured data from the place (e.g., cuisines, location). When the model predicts-with 95% confidence-that at least 2/3 of the voters would respond Yes, the model confirms the attribute as Yes. We use the same logic for confirming No. In this work, we remove the instances where the agreement model is uncertain (i.e., confidence is less than 95%). We use this confident set as ground truth for training and evaluation of our attribute detection model.
Model Setup
Our goal is to train a model on the restaurants with both reviews and attribute labels and use the model to predict attributes for those with only reviews. The input of the model is the reviews of restaurants and the attributes, while the output of the model is Yes/No labels for each attribute. We next describe the basic setup of our neural models, which include an input layer, an encoder, and a decoder.
Input Layer: The input layer consists of word embedding and attribute embedding. The input layer of the review text is similar to other text classification tasks (e.g., Kim 2014 Encoder: The encoder reads the word embedding and extracts the feature representation φ(x) for the bag of reviews, where x is the word tokens of all the reviews. We use a Recurrent Neural Net (RNN) with word-level attention to encode the text of one review. We use GRU (Cho et al., 2014) as the RNN cell. In a single bag, we assume that at least one review will refer to the attribute, while most of the reviews will be unrelated to the attribute. Thus, we use review-level attention on top of the RNN to capture the importance of different reviews. The model will learn high weights for reviews that refer to the attributes and assign almost zero weight to those that are unrelated. This model is similar to the hierarchical attention network (Yang et al., 2016) with two levels of attention.
Given a list of tokens from review text x, we generate a list of word embeddings w ij from the input layer, where i is the index of a review and j is the index of a token in a review. The encoder is defined as the following:
where W v , W u , b v , b u are the weights for the word-level and review-level context vector projections v ij and u i , respectively. v k and u k are the weights of the word-level and review-level context vectors according to the attribute k. r i is the review embedding computed as the weighted average of h ij according to the importance of the word (α ij ) to the attribute k in the review. φ(x) is the weighted average of r i according to the importance of the review (α i ) to the attribute k. We refer to this feature representation φ(x) as a place embedding, since it encodes all the reviews of a place. φ(x) will in turn be concatenated with an attribute embedding A i and passed to the decoder.
Decoder: The decoder consists of one hidden layer (h 1 ) with output label y:
where W 1 , W 2 , b 1 , b 2 are the parameters for the fully connected layers.
Experiments
Dataset
For our case study, we use restaurants and reviews from Google Maps. We constraint the geographic scope of the restaurants to USA and the language of the reviews to English. We can easily extend our dataset to include other categories of places. The crowdsourcing of attribute labels is implemented as a user contribution feature from Google Maps. Those labels include both subjective attributes (e.g., "feels quiet") and objective attributes (e.g., "offering alcohol"). We choose restaurants with at least 100 reviews to collect enough review text to train the model. In practice, if a place has insufficient reviews, we may not be able to predict attributes based on reviews. Our dataset contains 17k+ of restaurants and 100+ attributes. Each instance consists of one restaurant, one attribute and 100+ reviews. We use 80% of instances for training, 10% for development and 10% for test. We split instances based on restaurants to keep all review text of a single restaurant together and thus avoid overlap between training and evaluation.
Model Configurations
We use grid search to tune the hyper-parameters. We use 10000 words for the vocabulary size, 100 for the maximum review length (reviews may contain multiple sentences), and 100 for the number of reviews. We use 100 dimensions for both word embedding and attribute embedding. We use 256 filters with window sizes [2,3,4,5] for CNN and 128 states for RNN. We use one hidden layer with 128 units for the decoder. We train the model with the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) and use cross entropy as the loss function. Our learning rate is set to 0.001 and our batch size is set to 32.
Predictability from Review Text
Since the model is doing binary prediction (i.e., the model predicts Yes or No for an attribute), we use accuracy as our quality metric. It evaluates the label prediction of an attribute-restaurant pair (one instance). Since we do not have labels of all attributes for every restaurant, we do not report accuracy by restaurant. We compare against multiple baselines to show the effectiveness of our model choice.
• Majority: it predicts the most frequent label for an attribute. This is equivalent to using attribute embedding alone to train the model without reviews.
• BoW: it uses the average of the word embeddings as the review embedding, and then uses the average of review embedding as the place embedding.
• CNN: it uses CNN to extract the feature representation from the word embedding as the review embedding.
• CNN + RATT: it uses review-level attention (RATT) to construct the place embedding from the review embedding instead of taking average.
• RNN: it uses RNN to extract the feature representation from the word embedding. The difference from our proposed model is that it does not use the review-level attention.
The input and decoder are the same for these models. The Majority baseline obtains 90.82% accuracy, which indicates the label bias in the dataset. The label bias is intrinsic for some attributes, and possibly increases after uncertain instances are removed from the dataset by the agreement model. More sophisticated models can perform much better with better sentence understanding ability (see Table 1 ). We observe continuous improvement with more capable encoders of sentence. Moreover, attention-based aggregation for reviews further improves the accuracy for both CNN and RNN models.
As shown, our RNN+RATT model performs the best, yielding 98.05% accuracy. This indicates that review text can highly predict the presence or not of an attribute. It is also very impressive that such high accuracy is obtained via distant supervision (i.e., without direct annotation on text). This confirms our hypothesis that the review text should contain the knowledge of attributes and is probably effective to predict attributes.
In the dataset, there is a substantial fraction of the attributes that are nearly always either positive or negative across places. As an example, consider that most restaurants can accept "pay by credit card" and are rarely "cash only" These attributes are relatively easy to predict, which causes the overall accuracy to be high. There are also attributes that are harder for simple models to predict. For those attributes, the sophisticated models works significantly better than the baselines (Table 2) . We also observe improvement by adding the review-level attention. This verifies our hypothesis that giving more weights to relevant reviews could help since we align labels to a bag of reviews of a place without knowing which review indicates the attribute.
We next show some examples to explain how the review-level attention works. (Table 3 ). It often captures the important one out of all the reviews in a place (e.g. the first three examples), but sometimes fails because of the misleading keyword (e.g. "2 hr" in the fourth example). There are also cases where reviews may not tell anything about the attribute (e.g. the fifth example), which is hard to avoid when we use labels not directly annotated from text. Fortunately, this does not often occur in the dataset. The sixth example indicates the case where the attended review does show related information about the attribute, but not enough to conclude. The model might have combined several reviews to draw the conclusion in this case.
Related Work
The idea of distant supervision has been proposed and used widely in Relation Extraction (Mintz et al., 2009; Riedel et al., 2010; Hoffmann et al., 2011; Surdeanu et al., 2012) , where the source of labels is an external knowledge base. The label assignment is done via aligning entities from knowledge base to text. In alignment, relation extraction has the problem that not every entity pair expresses the semantic relation stored in the knowledge base. We can view our crowdsourced attribute labels as a knowledge base of places and their attributes. The label alignment in our case is much simpler, since both attributes and reviews are associated with the place. The review text, on the other hand, may or may not express the attribute acquired from crowdsourcing. Recently (Lin et al., 2016) used neural methods to achieve state-of-the-art for distantly supervised relation extraction. We thus focus on neural methods in our modeling.
The attribute detection task is also similar to the aspect-based sentiment analysis task (Pontiki et al., 2016) , but contains both subjective and objective aspects. We take a completely different approach in this paper to tackle the problem by using distant supervision and create significantly larger amount of the training data. It might be an interesting direction to use this distant supervision way to create more training data for the aspect-based sentiment analysis.
Conclusion and Future Work
We attempt to detect specific attributes of places using two sources of data: the review text of places and their crowdsourced attribute labels. We create training data from the two sources in a form of distant supervision. We use a review-level attention mechanism to pay attention to reviews related to the attribute. From the experimental results, we find that the review text is highly predictive of the attributes despite the lack of shared guidance during generation of two sources of data. Our method requires no direct annotation on text, which will Table 3 : Attributes along with true label (L), prediction (P), review-level attention weight (A), and review text.
make attribute detection more feasible in practice.
In creating the crowdsourced labels, we use an agreement model to select most agreed labels for attributes. It will be interesting future work to extend this to raw user votes. We will have a more realistic dataset, especially for subjective attributes where users may have conflict opinions.
